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OVERVIEW

Exclusive luxury golf villa on the prestigious PGA de
Catalunya designed by Carlos Ferrater

This unique luxury home is situated in the La Vinya, the most exclusive area of the
prestigious PGA de Catalunya golf resort, and boasts stunning panoramic views of the
course and the surrounding countryside. Designed by OAB, the studio of leading
Barcelona architect Carlos Ferrater, the spacious 4-bedroom property is set on a
generous 2000m2 plot adjacent to vineyards and surrounded by mature trees.

The spacious, open-plan living area features floor-to-ceiling windows offering a
seamless connection with the expansive, south-facing terrace - perfect for
entertaining - and private, 35m2 infinity swimming pool.

One of the original features of this off-one property is its layout. Three of the
beautifully appointed bedrooms and en-suite bathrooms are situated on the ground
floor, with direct access to the terrace and garden. A second terrace at the rear of the
property comes complete with a jacuzzi, for full privacy even in winter. 

The first floor space is entirely dedicated to the master bedroom and en-suite
bathroom for optimum calm and privacy. Accessed by a stylish staircase in steel,
glass and iroko tropical wood, the master bedroom has two private terraces with
wonderful views of the golf course, the resort and its surroundings.

A luxurious family property. Like no other.

The property is finished to the highest standards including the following features and
brands:

- Kitchen by Bulthaup / Neff

- Bathrooms by Duravit / Hansgrohe

- LG Multi V5 air-conditioning

- Underfloor heating 

- KNX-Control 4 domotic system

- Fibre optic internet with wifi amplifier

lucasfox.com/go/cbr18608

Terrace, Swimming pool, Garden,
Private garage, Natural light,
Underfloor heating, Parking, Views,
Storage room, New build, Heating,
Fireplace, Equipped Kitchen,
Double glazing, Domotic system,
Built-in wardrobes, Barbecue, Alarm,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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